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ECE202A Fall 1999, EESOF introductory exercise #1.

I have put (and will put more) eesof project directories on my PC in the FTP download
directory.

These are presently EESOF (not ADS) directories

The first of these is called logic_fam_prj
(sorry about the silly name)

First
Download a copy of the directory
If using NT, be sure to put it in your HOME DIRECTORY, so you can access it from
ALL ECI machines. We don’t want to fill the NT machines with multiple duplicate copies
of this.

Second
Start EESOF.
You should get a picture something like this

> File > open project   …….open the project logic_fam_prj

The window will now look like this:
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Numbering the row of icons from left to right,
button 6 opens a schematic design ("networks") window…this is for circuit designs
button 7 opens a mask layout window…don’t need this presently
button 8 opens a test bench ("tests")window.

you place an icon representing your ckt within the test bench, and then run a
simulation

button 9 opens a "defaults" window
this holds standard transistor models, units definitions, etc

you can also access various networks, tests, etc, via the directory structure on the lower
left

Third

Open the defaults window.
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It will look something like this.  The data files walled MSUB1 and MSUB 2 define
microstrip substrate parameters. Units are defined here too. Click the window to close it.

Fourth
Open up the "test" window, then open the test bench "transistor_tb.dsn
It looks like this:
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Click on the Circuit under test "hybrid PI_test", then open up the circuit by clicking on the
downward-pointing arrow ("push into") on the toolbar, and you will see this.
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This is the circuit we are going to simulate: it is in fact built of a single subcircuit. Select
the transistor "hybrid_pi", and push into it by clicking on the down arrow on the toolbar…
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…and this is the network we will be simulating. It is a hybrid-pi (see class notes)
description of a bipolar transistor.

You can move up and down in the hierarchy by pushing the up arrow and down arrow on
the toolbar.
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Go back to the test window, and simulate the circuit: > simulate> analyze
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You can now open up a graph by going to Results > Open graph
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Play with  >Edit > Measurements and > Edit > sweep variables to change what is
plotted and what the axes are.  Play with >graph > new to work with different plot
formats:

On the test bench, clicking on the "bookshelf (library)" icon brings up a bunch of things
which can be placed in the test bench, including other measurements which can (after
simulation) be accessed in the plot.

Part two

Open up the test bench "biased transistor test bench" (something like that)

The network under test will be "biased HBT"
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Biased HBT looks like this, and if we push into the transistor symbol we see the
following:
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e.g., there is an underlying device model with a substrate capacitance C_emm. The data
array below is the usual set of Gummel-Poon SPICE Model parameters.

Simulate this circuit and plot the S-parameters.

This illustrates a second way we can define a transistor; as a Gummel-Poon (SPICE)
model. This is a large-signal model, and demands that the device be biased as part of the
simulation.

Please note: The way that the RAJA_ECL model has been defined, setting A=1 creates a
device with physically 8 square microns junction area, which is best biased at currents
between 1 and 8 mA. Much above 8 mA will break the device. Its breakdown is only 1.5
Volts, though the SPICE model does not reflect this.

Part Three

open up the test bench "transistor_as_s2p.
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Pop into the "twoport": circuit to see:
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This is invoking a data file placed in the /data directory within the project directory:

which is an tabular array  of S--parameters vs. frequency, usually from a microwave
network analyzer
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For this problem, sweep the frequency and plot the current gain H21 and the maximum
available gain MAG and masons unilateral power gain U in dB vs. frequency.

Part 4:

Enter and simulate the problem circuit. Plot S-paramters vs frequency

ERROR: DANGER: Please change R3 to 40 Ohms


